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Trying to summarize the essentials of macroeconomic
theory in the wake of the financial crisis that has shaken
not only Western economies but also the
macroeconomic profession is no easy task. In particular,
the notion that markets are self-correcting and always in
equilibrium appears to have taken a heavy blow.
However, the jury is still out on which areas should be
considered as failures and what which constitute the
future of research. The overall aim of this text is to
provide a compact overview of the contributions that are
currently regarded as the most important for
macroeconomic analysis and to equip the reader with the
essential theoretical knowledge that all advanced
students in macroeconomics should be acquainted with.
The result is a compact text that should act as the
perfect complement to further study of macroeconomics:
an introduction to the key concepts discussed in the
journal literature and suitable for students from upper
undergraduate level through to PhD courses.
Suitable for students and researchers seeking coverage
of the developments in macroeconomics, this title lays
out the core ideas of modern macroeconomics and its
links with finance. It presents the simplest general
equilibrium macroeconomic model for a closed economy,
and then gradually develops a comprehensive model of
the open economy.
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An advanced treatment of modern macroeconomics,
presented through a sequence of dynamic equilibrium
models, with discussion of the implications for monetary
and fiscal policy. This textbook offers an advanced
treatment of modern macroeconomics, presented
through a sequence of dynamic general equilibrium
models based on intertemporal optimization on the part
of economic agents. The book treats macroeconomics
as applied and policy-oriented general equilibrium
analysis, examining a number of models, each of which
is suitable for investigating specific issues but may be
unsuitable for others. After presenting a brief survey of
the evolution of macroeconomics and the key facts about
long-run economic growth and aggregate fluctuations,
the book introduces the main elements of the
intertemporal approach through a series of two-period
competitive general equilibrium models—the simplest
possible intertemporal models. This sets the stage for
the remainder of the book, which presents models of
economic growth, aggregate fluctuations, and monetary
and fiscal policy. The text focuses on a full analysis of a
limited number of key intertemporal models, which are
stripped down to essentials so that students can focus
on the dynamic properties of the models. Exercises
encourage students to try their hands at solving versions
of the dynamic models that define modern
macroeconomics. Appendixes review the main
mathematical techniques needed to analyze optimizing
dynamic macroeconomic models. The book is suitable
for advanced undergraduate and graduate students who
have some knowledge of economic theory and
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mathematics for economists.
Authors Foley, Michl, and Tavani offer a major revision of
an established textbook on the theory, measurement,
and history of economic growth, with new material on
climate change, corporate capitalism, and innovation.
It makes the world go round, but money can truly be an
enigma. DK's visual approach breaks new ground. In
graphics, charts, and diagrams, How Money Works
demystifies processes and answers the hundreds of
financial questions we all have. Money facilitates the
billions of transactions that take place every day across
the globe. Using 'need to know' boxes, step-by-step
diagrams, and other eye-catching visuals, How Money
Works shows you how this is possible. It explains
economic theories, how governments raise and control
money, what goes on in the stock exchange, how
analysts predict where shares are heading, and many
other issues. It busts jargon, explaining terms such as
quantitative easing, cash flow, bonds, superannuation,
and the open market. Our forefathers may have used
simple bartering to exchange goods and services, but
today we depend on complicated financial instruments
for pensions, life assurance, mortgages, and more. How
Money Works explains how these work, as well as how
to avoid on-line fraud and where to invest. With
information on the latest forms of funding and currencies
such as Bitcoin, this comprehensive book will fast track
you to financial literacy and getting the most from your
hard-won cash.
Advanced MacroeconomicsMcGraw-Hill/Irwin
This advanced economics text bridges the gap between
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familiarity with microeconomic theory and a solid grasp
of the principles and methods of modern neoclassical
microeconomic theory.
Explores the possibilities and limits of the international
legal architecture and its expert communities in shaping
the world of tomorrow.
This is a newly revised second edition of a key
macroeconomic textbook. After explaining the historical
development of the subject, they show how rational
expectations are handled in macro models. The
importance of structural micro-founded models is
explained, with key examples of such structural models
examined in detail and with extensions to the open
economy; policy implications are highlighted throughout.
Methods for testing these models against macro data
behaviour are explained, detailing the latest evidence on
these models' success.
Introducing Advanced Macroeconomics: Growth and
Business Cycles, 2nd edition provides students with a
thorough understanding of fundamental models in
macroeconomics and introduces them to methods of
formal macroeconomic analysis. Split into two sections,
the first half of the book focuses on macroeconomics for
the long run, introducing and developing basic models of
growth and structural unemployment. The second half of
the book deals with the economy in the short run,
focusing on the explanation of business fluctuations. This
new edition retains the popular pitch and level
established in the 1st edition and continues to bridge the
gap between intermediate macroeconomics texts and
more advanced textbooks.
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Foreword by Guido Cozzi (University of St. Gallen,
Switzerland)Advanced Macroeconomics covers selected
topics in advanced macroeconomics at undergraduate
level and bridges the gap between intermediate
macroeconomics for undergraduates and advanced
macroeconomics for postgraduates. By building on
materials in intermediate macroeconomics textbooks and
covering the mathematics of some classic dynamic
general-equilibrium models, this book will give
undergraduate students a firm appreciation of modern
developments in macroeconomics. This book examines
the implications of government policies (such as fiscal
policy, monetary policy and innovation policy) and
devotes several chapters to economic growth, covering
the ideas for which Paul Romer was awarded the Nobel
Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in 2018.Dynamic
general equilibrium is the foundation of modern
macroeconomics. Chapter 1 begins with a simple static
model to demonstrate the concept of general equilibrium.
Chapters 2 to 4 cover the neoclassical growth model,
exploring the effects of exogenous changes in
technology: an important source of business cycle
fluctuations. Chapters 5 to 7 use the neoclassical growth
model to explore the effects of fiscal policy instruments
such as government spending, labour income tax and
capital income tax. Chapter 8 develops a simple New
Keynesian model to analyse the effects of monetary
policy. Chapter 9 begins the analysis of economic growth
by reviewing the Solow growth model. Chapters 10 to 12
present the Ramsey model and introduce different
market structures to the model to lay down the
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foundation of the Romer model. Chapter 13 incorporates
an R&D sector into the Ramsey model with a
monopolistically competitive market structure to develop
the Romer model of endogenous technological change.
Chapters 14 to 15 examine the implications of the Romer
model. Chapter 16 concludes this book by presenting the
Schumpeterian growth model and examining its different
implications from the Romer model.
While there is ample evidence that high inflation is
harmful, little is known about how best to reduce inflation
or how far it should be reduced. In this volume, sixteen
distinguished economists analyze the appropriateness of
low inflation as a goal for monetary policy and discuss
possible strategies for reducing inflation. Section I
discusses the consequences of inflation. These papers
analyze inflation's impact on the tax system, labor
market flexibility, equilibrium unemployment, and the
public's sense of well-being. Section II considers the
obstacles facing central bankers in achieving low
inflation. These papers study the precision of estimates
of equilibrium unemployment, the sources of the high
inflation of the 1970s, and the use of non-traditional
indicators in policy formation. The papers in section III
consider how institutions can be designed to promote
successful monetary policy, and the importance of
institutions to the performance of policy in the United
States, Germany, and other countries. This timely
volume should be read by anyone who studies or
conducts monetary policy.
The main purpose of Lectures on Macroeconomics is to
characterize and explain fluctuations in output,
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unemployment and movement in prices. Lectures on
Macroeconomics provides the first comprehensive
description and evaluation of macroeconomic theory in
many years. While the authors' perspective is broad,
they clearly state their assessment of what is important
and what is not as they present the essence of
macroeconomic theory today.The main purpose of
Lectures on Macroeconomics is to characterize and
explain fluctuations in output, unemployment and
movement in prices. The most important fact of modern
economic history is persistent long term growth, but as
the book makes clear, this growth is far from steady. The
authors analyze and explore these fluctuations. Topics
include consumption and investment; the Overlapping
Generations Model; money; multiple equilibria, bubbles,
and stability; the role of nominal rigidities; competitive
equilibrium business cycles, nominal rigidities and
economic fluctuations, goods, labor and credit markets;
and monetary and fiscal policy issues. Each of chapters
2 through 9 discusses models appropriate to the topic.
Chapter 10 then draws on the previous chapters, asks
which models are the workhorses of macroeconomics,
and sets the models out in convenient form. A
concluding chapter analyzes the goals of economic
policy, monetary policy, fiscal policy, and dynamic
inconsistency. Written as a text for graduate students
with some background in macroeconomics, statistics,
and econometrics, Lectures on Macroeconomics also
presents topics in a self contained way that makes it a
suitable reference for professional economists.
Mandel 1e is one of the first books on the market to be
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constructed "from the ground up" specifically for the
1-term survey course. Unlike most books in this market
that are simply watered-down versions of existing
Principles texts, Mandel 1e is written especially for the
survey course, and designed for students who will not go
on to take other econ courses. Mike Mandel, Chief
Economist for BusinessWeek magazine, has written
Economics: The Basics, 1e in a journalistic style,
drawing upon BusinessWeek articles and experience
throughout the text to deliver the basics of economics
and develop a students’ economic literacy. Mandel’s
current examples, journalistic writing style and
accessible math will help instructors overcome the
common challenges of this course, and make the
material more approachable and attractive to students.
The classic introduction to the New Keynesian economic
model This revised second edition of Monetary Policy,
Inflation, and the Business Cycle provides a rigorous
graduate-level introduction to the New Keynesian
framework and its applications to monetary policy. The
New Keynesian framework is the workhorse for the
analysis of monetary policy and its implications for
inflation, economic fluctuations, and welfare. A backbone
of the new generation of medium-scale models under
development at major central banks and international
policy institutions, the framework provides the theoretical
underpinnings for the price stability–oriented strategies
adopted by most central banks in the industrialized
world. Using a canonical version of the New Keynesian
model as a reference, Jordi Galí explores various issues
pertaining to monetary policy's design, including optimal
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monetary policy and the desirability of simple policy
rules. He analyzes several extensions of the baseline
model, allowing for cost-push shocks, nominal wage
rigidities, and open economy factors. In each case, the
effects on monetary policy are addressed, with emphasis
on the desirability of inflation-targeting policies. New
material includes the zero lower bound on nominal
interest rates and an analysis of unemployment’s
significance for monetary policy. The most up-to-date
introduction to the New Keynesian framework available A
single benchmark model used throughout New materials
and exercises included An ideal resource for graduate
students, researchers, and market analysts
Revised topics in this textbook cover immigrants' wages,
geography affecting income, cyclical income changes,
credit limits and borrowing. Dozens of models help to
illustrate numerous disagreements over answers to
research questions.
A presentation of the basic models of the most important
economic agents (households, firms, the banking system
etc.). The influence of ethics on the decisions of persons is
discussed within the context of mutual influences of one
person on another. It is shown that this leads to a Markov
chain which converges to a final situation which in many
cases is independent of the initial conditions. The book helps
the reader to understand the interdependence of humanities
and economics and how to model this interdependence in
economics.
The global financial crisis has drawn attention to the
importance of understanding historical ideas and learning
lessons from the past. However, it can sometimes be difficult
to trace the connections between old ideas and modern day
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issues. This textbook traces the evolution of economic ideas
from the ancient to the modern world by examining the
contributions of the most important scholars to some of the
most important ideas in economics. The History of Economic
Ideas surveys topics that are important for the understanding
of contemporary economic issues, including the ethical
foundations of modern economics; ideas regarding property
rights; price theory; money and interest; public finance; the
theories of business cycles and economic growth;
international trade; and issues related to population and
resource use. The book’s originality lies in its overall
organization, which allows readers to explore the
development of ideas on a specific topic in detail. Yet it is
brief enough to use alongside the original writings on which it
is based. Filled with student-friendly features including a
series of "Did You Know" facts and end-of-chapter questions,
this book is engaging and provides invaluable reading for all
students of the history of economic thought and economic
issues.
Bridging the theory and practice of monetary policy, this book
presents aspects of the New-Keynesian theory of monetary
policy and its implications for the practical decision-making of
central bankers. It also outlines important lessons for
policymakers.
This brand new EMEA edition of Robert Barro's popular text
brings an EMEA perspective whilst also being fully updated to
reflect the macroeconomics of a post-financial crisis world.
Starting with long-run macroeconomics, this text explores
some of the key theories and models in macroeconomics
such as the Keynesian model and the business-cycle model,
finishing with extending the equilibrium model to the open
economy. This exciting new edition provides an accurate and
unified presentation of current macroeconomic thought whilst
maintaining Professor Barro's original vision for his
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textbook.This edition also comes with the optional extra of
Aplia, a comprehensive online learning assessment tool with
auto-graded randomised questions to test students'
understanding.
A unified, comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to the
analytical and numerical tools for solving dynamic economic
problems. This book offers a unified, comprehensive, and upto-date treatment of analytical and numerical tools for solving
dynamic economic problems. The focus is on introducing
recursive methods—an important part of every economist's set
of tools—and readers will learn to apply recursive methods to
a variety of dynamic economic problems. The book is notable
for its combination of theoretical foundations and numerical
methods. Each topic is first described in theoretical terms,
with explicit definitions and rigorous proofs; numerical
methods and computer codes to implement these methods
follow. Drawing on the latest research, the book covers such
cutting-edge topics as asset price bubbles, recursive utility,
robust control, policy analysis in dynamic New Keynesian
models with the zero lower bound on interest rates, and
Bayesian estimation of dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium (DSGE) models. The book first introduces the
theory of dynamical systems and numerical methods for
solving dynamical systems, and then discusses the theory
and applications of dynamic optimization. The book goes on
to treat equilibrium analysis, covering a variety of core
macroeconomic models, and such additional topics as
recursive utility (increasingly used in finance and
macroeconomics), dynamic games, and recursive contracts.
The book introduces Dynare, a widely used software platform
for handling a range of economic models; readers will learn to
use Dynare for numerically solving DSGE models and
performing Bayesian estimation of DSGE models.
Mathematical appendixes present all the necessary
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mathematical concepts and results. Matlab codes used to
solve examples are indexed and downloadable from the
book's website. A solutions manual for students is available
for sale from the MIT Press; a downloadable instructor's
manual is available to qualified instructors.
Study for the Project Management Professional (PMP®)
Examination with this essential aid in your study program. It
contains over 400 realistic multiple choice practice questions,
answers, and explanations. PMP® Examination Practice
Questions is organized into two useful parts. The first
comprises all the questions, organized in chapters by topic,
allowing you to simulate the actual test. The second part not
only gives the answers, but also comments on the incorrect
answers, providing additional insight and helping you
formulate your test-taking strategy. What You'll Learn See
Q&As to over 400 realistic practice questions and answers
Discover all the formulas needed to pass the exam Use the
first part to simulate testing Use the second part as a study
guide to understand why an answer is correct or not Who
This Book Is For divThose with project management
experience and some IT experience who are ready to study
for and take the PMP exam.
Prominent economists reconsider the fundamentals of
economic policy for a post-crisis world. In 2011, the
International Monetary Fund invited prominent economists
and economic policymakers to consider the brave new world
of the post-crisis global economy. The result is a book that
captures the state of macroeconomic thinking at a
transformational moment. The crisis and the weak recovery
that has followed raise fundamental questions concerning
macroeconomics and economic policy. These top economists
discuss future directions for monetary policy, fiscal policy,
financial regulation, capital-account management, growth
strategies, the international monetary system, and the
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economic models that should underpin thinking about critical
policy choices. Contributors Olivier Blanchard, Ricardo
Caballero, Charles Collyns, Arminio Fraga, Már
Guðmundsson, Sri Mulyani Indrawati, Otmar Issing, Olivier
Jeanne, Rakesh Mohan, Maurice Obstfeld, José Antonio
Ocampo, Guillermo Ortiz, Y. V. Reddy, Dani Rodrik, David
Romer, Paul Romer, Andrew Sheng, Hyun Song Shin,
Parthasarathi Shome, Robert Solow, Michael Spence, Joseph
Stiglitz, Adair Turner
The basic tools for analyzing macroeconomic fluctuations and
policies, applied to concrete issues and presented within an
integrated New Keynesian framework. This textbook presents
the basic tools for analyzing macroeconomic fluctuations and
policies and applies them to contemporary issues. It employs
a unified New Keynesian framework for understanding
business cycles, major crises, and macroeconomic policies,
introducing students to the approach most often used in
academic macroeconomic analysis and by central banks and
international institutions. The book addresses such topics as
how recessions and crises spread; what instruments central
banks and governments have to stimulate activity when
private demand is weak; and what “unconventional”
macroeconomic policies might work when conventional
monetary policy loses its effectiveness (as has happened in
many countries in the aftermath of the Great Recession.). The
text introduces the foundations of modern business cycle
theory through the notions of aggregate demand and
aggregate supply, and then applies the theory to the study of
regular business-cycle fluctuations in output, inflation, and
employment. It considers conventional monetary and fiscal
policies aimed at stabilizing the business cycle, and examines
unconventional macroeconomic policies, including forward
guidance and quantitative easing, in situations of “liquidity
trap”—deep crises in which conventional policies are either
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ineffective or have very different effects than in normal time.
This book is the first to use the New Keynesian framework at
the advanced undergraduate level, connecting undergraduate
learning not only with the more advanced tools taught at the
graduate level but also with the large body of policy-oriented
research in academic journals. End-of-chapter problems help
students master the materials presented.

Understanding macroeconomic developments and
policies in the twenty-first century is daunting: policymakers face the combined challenges of supporting
economic activity and employment, keeping inflation low
and risks of financial crises at bay, and navigating the
ever-tighter linkages of globalization. Many professionals
face demands to evaluate the implications of
developments and policies for their business, financial,
or public policy decisions. Macroeconomics for
Professionals provides a concise, rigorous, yet intuitive
framework for assessing a country's macroeconomic
outlook and policies. Drawing on years of experience at
the International Monetary Fund, Leslie Lipschitz and
Susan Schadler have created an operating manual for
professional applied economists and all those required to
evaluate economic analysis.
This graduate level text on economic growth surveys
neoclassical and more recent growth theories, stressing
their empirical implications and the relation of theory to
data and evidence. The authors have undertaken a
major revision for the long-awaited second edition of this
widely used text, the first modern textbook devoted to
growth theory. The book has been expanded in many
areas and incorporates the latest research. After an
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introductory discussion of economic growth, the book
examines neoclassical growth theories, from SolowSwan in the 1950s and Cass-Koopmans in the 1960s to
more recent refinements; this is followed by a discussion
of extensions to the model, with expanded treatment in
this edition of heterogenity of households. The book then
turns to endogenous growth theory, discussing, among
other topics, models of endogenous technological
progress (with an expanded discussion in this edition of
the role of outside competition in the growth process),
technological diffusion, and an endogenous
determination of labor supply and population. The
authors then explain the essentials of growth accounting
and apply this framework to endogenous growth models.
The final chapters cover empirical analysis of regions
and empirical evidence on economic growth for a broad
panel of countries from 1960 to 2000. The updated
treatment of cross-country growth regressions for this
edition uses the new Summers-Heston data set on world
income distribution compiled through 2000.
How should Europe cope with the negative and still
unfolding economic consequences of the current
economic crisis? And why does Europe seem to be more
conservative than the USA in dealing with the crisis?
Since the outbreak of the current international economic
crisis in 2008, the USA and many of the European
countries have been tormented by high levels of
unemployment and low levels of inflation, interest rates
close to zero and fiscal policies of austerity. As such, the
modern economic mainstream has been challenged by
these empirical facts. Today, several years after the
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outbreak of the international economic crisis, supply side
effects do not seem to be increasing employment as the
modern mainstream claimed they would. Aggregate
demand has to play a more important role in
macroeconomic analysis than hitherto. That is, there is a
need for alternative explanations of how a modern macro
economy is expected to function and how the
macroeconomic outcome could be manipulated by the
right economic policy proposals. As expressed by the
contents of the present book, a Post Keynesian
understanding proposes such an alternative theoretically,
methodologically and in terms of policy measures. This
book will present new materials and approaches,
especially new evidence and new views on the potential
problems of public debt, the European Union and the
present crisis, Central Banking, hysteresis in an agent
based framework, the foundations of macroeconomics
and the problems of uncertainty.
A groundbreaking debunking of moderate attempts to
resolve financial crises In the ruins of the 2007–2008
financial crisis, self-proclaimed progressives the world
over clamoured to resurrect the economic theory of John
Maynard Keynes. The crisis seemed to expose the
disaster of small-state, free-market liberalization and
deregulation. Keynesian political economy, in contrast,
could put the state back at the heart of the economy and
arm it with the knowledge needed to rescue us. But what
it was supposed to rescue us from was not so clear. Was
it the end of capitalism or the end of the world? For
Keynesianism, the answer is both. Keynesians are not
and never have been out to save capitalism, but rather to
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save civilization from itself. It is political economy, they
promise, for the world in which we actually live: a world
in which prices are ‘sticky’, information is
‘asymmetrical’, and uncertainty inescapable. In this
world, things will definitely not take care of themselves in
the long run. Poverty is ineradicable, markets fail, and
revolutions lead to tyranny. Keynesianism is thus modern
liberalism's most persuasive internal critique, meeting
two centuries of crisis with a proposal for capital without
capitalism and revolution without revolutionaries. If our
current crises have renewed Keynesianism for so many,
it is less because the present is worth saving, than
because the future seems out of control. In that situation,
Keynesianism is a perfect fit: a faith for the faithless.
Macroeconomics is the first text to truly reflect today 's
macroeconomy. In this teachable, coherent book, the
author makes complex topics easily understandable for
undergraduates and combines innovative treatment of
both the short run and the long run with a strong
emphasis on problem solving.
Introduction to Modern Economic Growth is a
groundbreaking text from one of today's leading
economists. Daron Acemoglu gives graduate students
not only the tools to analyze growth and related
macroeconomic problems, but also the broad
perspective needed to apply those tools to the bigpicture questions of growth and divergence. And he
introduces the economic and mathematical foundations
of modern growth theory and macroeconomics in a
rigorous but easy to follow manner. After covering the
necessary background on dynamic general equilibrium
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and dynamic optimization, the book presents the basic
workhorse models of growth and takes students to the
frontier areas of growth theory, including models of
human capital, endogenous technological change,
technology transfer, international trade, economic
development, and political economy. The book integrates
these theories with data and shows how theoretical
approaches can lead to better perspectives on the
fundamental causes of economic growth and the wealth
of nations. Innovative and authoritative, this book is likely
to shape how economic growth is taught and learned for
years to come. Introduces all the foundations for
understanding economic growth and dynamic
macroeconomic analysis Focuses on the big-picture
questions of economic growth Provides mathematical
foundations Presents dynamic general equilibrium
Covers models such as basic Solow, neoclassical
growth, and overlapping generations, as well as models
of endogenous technology and international linkages
Addresses frontier research areas such as international
linkages, international trade, political economy, and
economic development and structural change An
accompanying Student Solutions Manual containing the
answers to selected exercises is available
(978-0-691-14163-3/$24.95). See:
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8970.html. For
Professors only: To access a complete solutions manual
online, email us at:
acemoglusolutions@press.princeton.edu
The ABCs of RBCs is the first book to provide a basic
introduction to Real Business Cycle (RBC) and NewPage 18/23
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Keynesian models. These models argue that random
shocks—new inventions, droughts, and wars, in the case
of pure RBC models, and monetary and fiscal policy and
international investor risk aversion, in more open
interpretations—can trigger booms and recessions and
can account for much of observed output volatility.
George McCandless works through a sequence of these
Real Business Cycle and New-Keynesian dynamic
stochastic general equilibrium models in fine detail,
showing how to solve them, and how to add important
extensions to the basic model, such as money, price and
wage rigidities, financial markets, and an open economy.
The impulse response functions of each new model
show how the added feature changes the dynamics. The
ABCs of RBCs is designed to teach the economic
practitioner or student how to build simple RBC models.
Matlab code for solving many of the models is provided,
and careful readers should be able to construct, solve,
and use their own models. In the tradition of the
“freshwater” economic schools of Chicago and
Minnesota, McCandless enhances the methods and
sophistication of current macroeconomic modeling.
There is a specter haunting advanced industrial
countries: structural unemployment. Recent years have
seen growing concern over declining jobs, and though
corporate profits have picked up after the Great
Recession of 2008, jobs have not. It is possible that
“jobless recoveries” could become a permanent feature
of Western economies. This illuminating book focuses on
the employment futures of advanced industrial countries,
providing readers with the sociological imagination to
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appreciate the bigger picture of where workers fit in the
new international division of labor. The authors piece
together a puzzle that reveals deep structural forces
underlying unemployment: skills mismatches caused by
a shift from manufacturing to service jobs; increased
offshoring in search of lower wages; the rise of advanced
communication and automated technologies; and the
growing financialization of the global economy that
aggravates all of these factors. Weaving together varied
literatures and data, the authors also consider what
actions and policy initiatives societies might take to
alleviate these threats. Addressing a problem that should
be front and center for political economists and
policymakers, this book will be illuminating reading for
students of the sociology of work, labor studies,
inequality, and economic sociology.
Beyond Commodities shows that Latin America and the
Caribbean’s growth performance over the last decade cannot
be reduced to the commodity boom: growth-promoting
reforms that strengthened financial development, increased
trade openness and improved infrastructure development
also played a significant role and can continue doing so.
Based on the econometric analysis of panel data from the
1970-2010 period for 126 countries, the study shows that,
while the commodity boom facilitated growth in most of the
region, it did not determine it. Domestic pro-growth policies
and the maintenance of a sound macro-fiscal framework
played a central role in explaining the region’s good
performance during last decade. It also shows that new
growth “stars†? such as Panama, Peru, Colombia and the
Dominican Republic emerged during this period. In addition, a
benchmarking exercise reveals which policy gaps will lead to
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the highest potential growth-payoffs for each country and
helps identify potential trade-offs. Finally, with the worsening
of external conditions, the authors conclude that the countries
of Latin America and the Caribbean have no choice but to
turn their attention to domestic drivers to keep growth going,
as the structural reforms agenda remains unfinished.
This graduate textbook is a primer in macroeconomics. It
starts from essential undergraduate macroeconomics and
develops the central topics of modern macroeconomic theory
in a simple and rigorous manner. All topics essential for first
year graduate students are covered. These include rational
expectations, intertemporal dynamic models, exogenous and
endogenous growth, nonclearing markets and imperfect
competition, uncertainty, and money. The book also covers
real business cycles and dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium models, integrating growth and fluctuations, sticky
wages and prices, consumption and investment, and
unemployment. Lastly, it studies government policy,
stabilization, credibility, and the connections between politics
and the macroeconomy. Each topic is presented in the
simplest model possible while still delivering the relevant
answers and keeping rigorous foundations throughout the
book. To make the book fully self-contained there is a
mathematical appendix that gives all necessary mathematical
results.
The substantially revised fourth edition of a widely used text,
offering both an introduction to recursive methods and
advanced material, mixing tools and sample applications.
Recursive methods provide powerful ways to pose and solve
problems in dynamic macroeconomics. Recursive
Macroeconomic Theory offers both an introduction to
recursive methods and more advanced material. Only
practice in solving diverse problems fully conveys the
advantages of the recursive approach, so the book provides
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many applications. This fourth edition features two new
chapters and substantial revisions to other chapters that
demonstrate the power of recursive methods. One new
chapter applies the recursive approach to Ramsey taxation
and sharply characterizes the time inconsistency of optimal
policies. These insights are used in other chapters to simplify
recursive formulations of Ramsey plans and credible
government policies. The second new chapter explores the
mechanics of matching models and identifies a common
channel through which productivity shocks are magnified
across a variety of matching models. Other chapters have
been extended and refined. For example, there is new
material on heterogeneous beliefs in both complete and
incomplete markets models; and there is a deeper account of
forces that shape aggregate labor supply elasticities in
lifecycle models. The book is suitable for first- and secondyear graduate courses in macroeconomics. Most chapters
conclude with exercises; many exercises and examples use
Matlab or Python computer programming languages.
In this book, author Svein Olaf Thorbjørnsen probes the
question: What is at stake for human beings in a society
dominated by competition, particularly economic competition?
Is competition endemic to human nature? Does it preserve
the dignity and intrinsic value of the human being? Does it
secure better living conditions? In a way, the answer to these
queries is a simple “yes.” It can allow for superior satisfaction
of fundamental needs; legitimate self-love and self-realization;
and encourage positive feelings upon mastering a skill. At the
same time, however, competition can also contribute to a
strong materialistic self-interest and support classicism, social
ranking, and elitism: other human beings become only means
to a personal success, thus jeopardizing fellowship and
collaboration. In a hyper-competitive environment, some of
the same positive human values mentioned above—self-love,
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self-realisation, individuality, and freedom—can be viewed to
pose a threat to the realisation of one’s potential and to
one’s true humanity. These competing, contradictory aspects
of competition are presented and discussed from
perspectives across varying disciplines, from social
anthropology and economics to history, ethics, philosophy
and theology.
The macroeconomic experience of emerging and developing
economies has tended to be quite different from that of
industrial countries. Compared to industrial countries,
emerging and developing economies have tended to be much
more unstable, with more severe boom/bust cycles, episodes
of high inflation and a variety of financial crises. This textbook
describes how the standard macroeconomic models that are
used in industrial countries can be modified to help
understand this experience and how institutional and policy
reforms in emerging and developing economies may affect
their future macroeconomic performance. This second edition
differs from the first in offering: extensive new material on
themes such as fiscal institutions, inflation targeting,
emergent market crises, and the Great Recession; numerous
application boxes; end-of-chapter questions; references for
each chapter; more diagrams, less taxonomy, and a more
reader-friendly narrative; and enhanced integration of all parts
of the work.
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